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EVENTUAL DISCONJUGACY

OF A LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION. II

WILLIAM F. TRENCH

Abstract. A sufficient condition is given for eventual disconjugacy of an n th-order

linear differential equation. The condition is weaker than one given in an earlier

paper with the same title, and the conclusion is sharper.

•j       i
We consider the equation

(1) y(n) + px(t)y("-l) +  ••• +p„(t)y = 0,        t^a,

where px,. ■. ,p„ are real-valued and continuous on [a, oo) and « > 2. If there is an

ax > a such that no nontrivial solution of (1) has more than n - 1 zeros (counting

multiplicities) on [ax , oo), then (1) is said to be eventually disconjugate. It is known

[2] that (1) is eventually disconjugate if it has a fundamental systemy0,... ,y„_x such

that

(2)

Wt\      ¡tm'r(\+o(\))/(m-r)\,     0¿r<m,
y„,'(t) = {    , 0 < w < « - 1.
ym v ;      \o(tm'r), m + 1 </-<«-1,

(Throughout this paper "o" and "0" refer to behavior as t -» oo.)

By a theorem of Hartman and Wintner [1] such aJundamental system exists if

(3) j    tk~1\pk(t)\ dt < oo,    .'A^k^n.

Consistent with this, a theorem of Willett [4] also implies that (3) is a sufficient

condition for eventual disconjugacy of (1). We proved the following theorem in [3].

Theorem 1. If the integrals

/oo tk-lpk(t)dt,        l^k^n,

converge (perhaps conditionally for 2 < k < n),

/oc 1/7,(01 dt < oo,
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and

/•OO    I    /-OO

/OO /-OO i      T/    (r-5)/[-2/7*(0* dt < cc,       2 < & < «,

r«e« (1) «as a fundamental system yQ,... ,yn-\ which satisfies (2), and therefore (1) is

eventually disconjugate.

It was shown in [3] that (4)-(6) are weaker than (3).

Obviously, the convergence of the integrals in (4) implies that
/•O0

(7) lim/    sk~1pk(s)ds = 0,        1 « k « «.
í-»00   *f

Here we show that this trivial observation can be exploited to weaken assumptions

(5) and (6) and even eliminate the latter altogether in some cases.

The following lemma from [3] facilitates the statement of our main theorem and is

used in its proof.

Lemma 1. Suppose u G C[0, oo) and /°° tklu(t) dt converges (perhaps condition-

ally) for some k > 1. Define

I0(t; u) = u(t)

and

/OO y.00     ( c   _   ¡)J~I,_x(s; u) ds = JT       (y--i)i   "<*>*'        l */ * *"

77ze« /«e integrals (8) converge and

(9) |//(r;M)|<25(z)/^V(;-l)!,       K/«*,

where

(io) s(0 = sup /   i»-ys)A.
t>í It

Definition 1. Let i> be the class of positive, nonincreasing, and continuous

functions 0 on \a, oo) such that

(11) lim 0(0 = 0.
/^oo

For each 0 in $ define

lr,(.),„
(12) *(0 = y/'*(i) ds

and

(13) <¡>M = max{ 0,0}.

It is easy to show that

(14) lim 0(0= lim0M(O = 0.
t-* oo t—* oo

The following is our main theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose the integrals (4) converge and there is a function 0 in <S> such

that

(15) f sk*Pk(s)ds= 0(0(0),        Kk<„,
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and
- ,       y.00

(16) lim  (0(0)    /     \lk_x(s;Pk)\<t>(s)ds = ek,       \<k<n,
z-*oo '/

where 0V.. .,0n are sufficiently small. Then (1) has a fundamental system y0,... ,y„_x

such that

(tm~r{l + 0(0(O)/(«i - r)\,    0<r<m-l,

(17) y^\t)=[l + OU(t)), r = m,

(0(0(Oi""-r). w + 1 <r<« - 1

(0 < m < n — 1), a«<i therefore (1) z's eventually disconjugate.

Some comments are in order before we prove Theorem 2. Its hypotheses are

weaker than those of Theorem 1, since (7) obviously implies (15) for some 0 in Í»;

for example, if

/    s"-lpk(s)ds
T>t

1 < k «S n.

then the function 0 = max^,... ,8n) is in i> and (15) holds. Moreover, (5) and (6)

imply (16) with 0k = 0 for every 0 in $, while (16) may hold for some 0 in 0 even

though one or both of (5) and (6) fail to hold. Finally, (17) is obviously sharper than

(2).

Corollary 1. Suppose (15) holds for some 0 in $ such that

_ 2(   x

(19) lim  (0(O)_1 r ^^ ds = tt < oo,
/ -» oo ' t S

and let

v-l<
ß*=   lim  (0(0)" Sk(t),       2 </<<«.

Suppose also that

(2i) lhi7(0(O)"1|00 <r(s)\Pl(s)\ ds = ex.

Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold if aß2,.. ■, a/8*, and 6X are all sufficiently small.

Proof.  For k = \, (16) and (21) are the same.  For 2.4 k.«( n,  Lemma 1

(specifically, (9) with u = pk) implies that

IVi(*;/>*)l<2ô*(^-y(/c-2)!.
Therefore, (19) and (20) imply (16), with

ek < 2aßk/(k - 2)!,        2 < k < n.

Condition (19) holds, for example, with a = 0 if 0(0 = t~a for some a > 0, or if

0(0 = (log t)'a with a > 1; it also holds with a = 1 if 0(i) = (log 0"1-

The next lemma will be used to prove Theorem 2.

Lemma 2. Suppose 0 G $, t0 > a, and m is an integer, 0 < m < n — 1. Lei Bm(t0)

be the Banach space of functions h in C{"~l)[t0, oo) such that

(22) »<"(,) . if'T'!'     O^«'»-1-v    ; \0(0(Oim-r),    m </-<«- 1,
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with norm

I m-l n-1 \

(23)      ||A||=sup   (0(O)_1 E tr-m\h^(t)\ + (4>(t))-1 E S-»\h<'\t)\   .

Suppose u g C[?0, oo) and

/oo í"-m_1i<(¿) dï = 0(0(r)),

vv/zere z7ze integral may converge conditionally, and define

(25)
,n-i

Í       («-!)!   "(i)*
(Z-A)"'-'   lj,   r   (X-s)

Lm(r,u)= ,
n — m— 1

1 ! A       «

z/m = 0,

«(0 A     z/1 < m < « — 1.
[J,0    (m - 1)!     "Vx     (n - m - 1)!

77ze«

(26) Lm(- ; u) g 5m(z0)

a«J

(27) \\Lj-;u)\\^Kma(t0),

where Km is a constant which does not depend on t0 or u, and

(28) a(t) = sup   (0(t))     /    s"-m~lu(s)ds

Moreover,

(29) L^(t;u)=-u(t).

Proof. Lemma 1 and (24) imply that the improper integral in the definition of

Lm(t; u) converges, and that the improper integrals in the derivatives

/ \n—r—1
-00     it   —   ç )

(30) L^(t;u)= )-'——u(s)ds,       m ^ r < « - 1,
J,      (n - r - 1)!

also converge. Moreover, if 8 is as in (10) (with k = n - m) and a is as in (28), then

8(0 < a(i)0(O- This, (9), and (30) imply that

(31) \L^)(t;u)\^2a(t)<p(t)tm-r/(n-r-\)\,        m^r^n-l.

If m > 1, then (25) and (30) (with r = m) imply that

L^(t,u)=f ('-M'
!t0   (m-r-l)\

This and (31) with r = m imply that

L(^)(X)dX,       #«r«m-l.

|i4r)(';«)|<7-^--f(t-xrr-la(x)cp(x)dx,
(n - m - \)\(m - r - 1)! J,0

and therefore, from (12) and the monotonicity of a,

2o(t0)4,(t)t"-r
(32) \L^(t;u)U

(n — m — l)!(w — r — 1)!
0 < /• < w - 1.
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Now (31), (32), and the monotonicity of a imply (26) and (27) for some constant Km.

Since (29) is obvious, the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let m be fixed, 0 < m < n - 1. Define

(33) Mh=  E Pkh°'-k)
d = l

and

(34) fjt)=     E    PA')-,-—T7-
, = „-„, (m-n + k)\

Because of (15),

(35) p^rm-%(s)A- 0(0(0)-
■'z

We will show that the transformation h = Tmh defined by

H0 = Ljt;fm) + Lm(t;Mh),       i i%

maps Bm(t0) into itself and is a contraction mapping if t0 is sufficiently large. It will

then follow easily that if hm is the function in Bm(t0) left fixed by Tm and

(36) yjt) = t"'/m\+hm(t),

then ym satisfies (1) and (16).

Lemma 2 and (35) imply that Lm(- ; /„,) g 5m(í0). To show that

(37) Lm(-;Mh)^Bjt0)    if A G Bjt0),

it suffices, again by Lemma 2, to show that the integral

J(t;Mh)= C s"-m-\Mh)(s)ds
Jt

converges and is 0(0(0). To this end we follow a procedure used in [3], with

appropriate modifications. Using (8) and repeated integration by parts yields

n

(38) [' s"-"'-l(Mh)(s)ds=  E   (' s"-m-lpk(s)h{"-k)(s)ds

J< k = \J<

n     k-l

= - E Ç{,-(*;Ppm" "' lh(" k)U)\J
k=2 /=1

+l'lih-As-,pk)[s"-"'-'h^k\s)yk-l)]jds.

Because of (22) and (23), there are constants {bjk} which do not depend on tQ or

h, such that

(39)

\[s"~m-1hi"-k)(s)YJ~i)\^bjk\\h\\sk-^M(s),        1 <7< k- 1 <zz - \,s> t0

(recall (13)), and

(40) \[s"-"'-^"-k\s)Yk-X)\^bkk\\hU(s),       1 </<<«, s> t0.
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It is important to notice that 0(i) appears on the right of (40), rather than <pM(s), as

in (39). This is because of (22) and the fact that only the derivatives «<m),... ,h("~1)

actually occur on the left of (40), which can be verified by using Leibniz's formula

for the derivatives of a product and noting that (i"-m-1)<")= 0 if f > n — m - 1.

From (15) and (18),

8*(O<A*0(O,       1 <k<n,t>a,

for some constants Xx,... ,Xn. This, (9) with u = pk, and (39) imply that

(4i)   |/y(.;^[*----W--*>(*)lü:w|<^^*,,(*)*(*).

1 </< k- 1 <« - 1,S> in-

Now (16), (40), and (41) imply that we can let / -» oo in (38) to conclude that

J(t; Mh) converges for / > t0 and

|y(i;A/A)|<||A||p(O0(O,

where

(42) P{t) = l[ E   iTtTorMO
y-ÂJr}}J    hi

+ (*('))    Lbkk]    0(i)|/*_1(S;/7*)|*.

Hence, J(t; Mh) = 0(0(0), and Lemma 2 implies (37); moreover, (27) with u = Mh

and a = ||«||p imply that

From (14), (16), and (42),

\\Lm(-;Mh)\\^Kmp(t0)\\h\\.

„
1

lim p(0< E bkk0k< —,
'-♦oo * = 1 n-m

where the second inequality holds ifOx,...,On are sufficiently small; therefore, Tm is a

contraction mapping if t0 is chosen so that Kmp(t0) < 1. Then there is an hm in

Bm(t0) such that «„, = Tmhm; i.e.,

Am(0 = Lm(i;/m) + Lm(i;MAm).

Differentiating this and recalling (29) yield

h(n) = -f  - Mh   ,

which, with the definitions (33) and (34), implies that ym as defined in (36) satisfies

(1) on [/g, oo) (and can be continued as a solution of (1) over [a, oo)). Since

hm G Bm(t0), (22) and (36) imply (17). Since (11), (14), and (17) imply (2), which is a

sufficient condition for eventual disconjugacy, this completes the proof.
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